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Overview

Blockchain eCommerce Solutions & Technology & (aka: BEST) has been established as a for-profit company to 

build solutions that help consumers and businesses use crypto currency in everyday situations. 
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Did you know?  
Today BEST already enables any online shopper to save 25%+ on millions of Amazon items 

BEST is underpinned by the MonetaryUnit (MUE) blockchain, and already powers 5 commercial brands.  

BEST is seeking investment to continue its growth of crypto-adoption into the mainstream.  

This document provides a brief company overview and is not intended to be an investment prospectus  



Inside this Deck: 

This deck is split into two chapters. 

Those more familiar with CryptoCurrency and Blockchain may wish to skip straight to Chapter 2: 
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Chapter 1: 

About Cryptocurrency & Blockchain About BEST and its Operations 

Pages 4 - 9 Pages 10 - 14

Chapter 2:



Chapter 1: Money.
‘Money’ has been a part of human civilisation for over 10,000 years. 

The concept of trade has remained constant; the manner of its execution has not.  

Each evolution solved new problems for the ‘modern day’, making life easier.

c.10,000 BC

Ability to trade for items that 

you lacked.

c.1100 BC

China. Bronze replicas helped 
define ‘a set value’ in a trade. 

c.600 BC

Turkey. First official currency 

minted enabled mediterranean 
trade to flourish

c.1660 AD

Paper notes allowing for mass 

production and trade without 

raw material usage.

c.1860 AD

Western Union. Introduces eMoney via 

telegram, enabling quicker trade 


over wider distances. 
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Chapter 1: Problems. Today.

Trade is now global. The constant conversion between 180 currencies is not. 

c.2014 AD

Currencies are linked to government actions, ‘value’ is volatile.

Records of monetary assets are stored centrally. Digital security is vulnerable.   

Transactions require ‘middle-men’ which delay transfer speed.  

In 2008, an evolution on the monetary system 
began again, using blockchain, named BitCoin. 


The purpose? To solve today’s financial problems. 
Over the last 10 years these solutions have been 
refined….


Introducing the world’s MonetaryUnit (MUE)
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Chapter 1: Introducing MonetaryUnit.
MonetaryUnit (MUE) is a digital asset designed to work as a global currency for the trading of goods and services. It does not rely on a 
central authority/government for management, but instead uses decentralised cryptography over ‘blockchain’ (see overleaf) as the means of 
control. No single entity can influence the value and/or future decisions alone, and records cannot be changed by ‘hacking’ a single server.   

The purpose of MonetaryUnit is to enable the general public to trade easily, instantly and without cost across the globe.  

A single, global, digital currency - suitable for trade in all countries.   

Currency independent of government control. Public ledger of records. 

MUE runs over decentralised blockchain, no single point of security failure.

MUE <> MUE transactions require no middle-man and are instant.
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Chapter 1: Understanding Blockchain
The MonetaryUnit Cryptocurrency is made secure by using the MUE blockchain. The blockchain means that alone, no single entity is 
able to confirm whether a transaction made on the network is legitimate or not - it requires multiple entities to confirm if it is valid.  

Today’s Money Tomorrow’s Money

Every time these shoppers make 
a transaction, the record is kept 
on a central server at their bank. 


The customers must trust the 
bank’s systems are not 
compromised and keep an 
accurate record of their data. 


This is the centralised network 
or money that exists today. 


As we learn more about 
vulnerabilities and data-leaks, this 
system is not suitable for 
tomorrow’s global monetary 
needs.

Every time this shopper makes a 
transaction, a network of 
independent systems instantly 
confirm and records its legitimacy. 


There is no single point of failure, 
meaning a vulnerability would 
need to occur on over 50% of a 
world-wide network to have a 
malicious impact. Anyone can be 
part of this network. 


This is the basics of the 
blockchain, a decentralised 
network anyone can join and help 
validate transactions. In return 
you are rewarded for it.
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Chapter 1: The Global Currency - MonetaryUnit
Today there are over 2,000 cryptocurrencies in existence. So why is MonetaryUnit the future global currency?   
  
•  Unlike BitCoin, or other derivative coins, early adopters of MUE do not receive an advantage over new adopters who join the network. 
•  Powerful processing machines (for mining) does not give you an advantage over others on the network. MUE is unequivocally fair. 
•  Instead, 40 MUE is distributed evenly every 40 seconds, and unlike BitCoin, the amount does not fall over time (i.e there is no halving) 

Staking, Not Mining
18 MUE

18 MUE

4 MUE

MasterNodes

Network Budget

MUE does not require high-powered machines to validate transactions. Anyone with a PC, of any 
processing power, can join the network which helps validate transactions. With Staking, any PC that 
has helped validate a transaction is automatically entered into a ‘lotto’ to earn MUE on every payout.

This result of the distribution network means that the MonetaryUnit CryptoCurrency is widely distributed and no single entity holds a 
significant portion of the coin. Instead the coin is a self-sustaining and self-governed cryptocurrency suitable for global commerce.  

The Even Distribution 
Every 40 Seconds

Those who hold 500,000 MUE or more are able to join the MasterNode network, which enables you 
to participate in MonetaryUnit governance too. The 500K is locked away (cannot be spent) but for 
doing so, is eligible for a yearly ROI of c.35% on earnings via a separate pool of distribution. 

Every forty seconds 4 MUE is distributed back to the network, this MUE can be used by the network to 
pay for key services and improvements - MonetaryUnit is a sustainable network.  
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MUE is the decentralised, self sustaining currency developed for the general public and markets alike.  

So how does BEST make  MonetaryUnit 

become standard in every household?



Chapter 2: Introducing BEST.
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BEST is the holding company for multiple consumer/business brands. 

BEST already owns and operates the world’s largest cryptocurrency marketplace brand for household items.

In addition, BEST is building further projects for public adoption:  

Raising funds and incubating 
Crypto projects that work 

towards non-agnostic coin 
adoption

Providing services to enable 
crypto and non-crypto users 

to acerbate their wallet 
portfolio.

Data services to understand 
and monitor the changes in 

the Crypto market.  

Specialises in the design, print 
and shipping of beautiful novelty 
business card sized promotional 

cold storage wallets.

BEST acquired the perpetual rights to Flubit.com in 2018. flubit.com was founded in 2010 and 
is the UK’s largest independent marketplace for items. 70 million items have been integrated 
into the marketplace for sale. 


Prior to the acquisition Flubit only shipped to the UK and only accepted MasterCard or Visa. 
Over the summer of 2018 flubit.com have begun their Crypto drive and strategy to gain Crypto 
adoption and expenditure. 

CoinBuy.io

Flagship

http://flubit.com
http://flubit.com


Chapter 2: The World’s Largest Crypto Marketplace.
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Helping the world move to the next evolution of money needs to be as simple as what already exists, and also 

provide more versatility; that’s why the BEST flubit.com marketplace is as simple as point and click with Crypto: 

Users can search millions of SKUs At payment they select their coin Scan and Pay, the item is on its way

http://flubit.com


Chapter 2: Growing Crypto & MUE Adoption.
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BEST’s hypothesis is that Crypto adoption from the wider-audience will occur when the user experience is more 

simple and useful than paying with credit-card. To do this Flubit.com already run multiple initiatives: 

1) Cashback as ‘Credit’ 2) Cheaper with MUE 3) Buy Crypto easily

It is BEST’s hypothesis is that general shoppers don’t 

need to understand Crypto, they just need an easy 
way to use it.  

After every purchase flubit.com offers a simple cash 
back option (in MUE) but never mention the word 

crypto. Shoppers download the ‘credit wallet’ and 
have already begun their crypto journey.

Why would a user want to change their shopping habits? 

The quickest way to get people buying into the crypto 

world is by offering real, tangible benefits.  

On flubit.com any user that pays with the MUE currency 
will automatically get a 25% discount. The flubit.com then 

can stake this MUE over the following month to increase 

the revenue on the item. 

Obtaining crypto can be a cumbersome journey for 

those who have never done it before. Traditionally 

users will need to swap Bitcoin > others coins, or 
upload ID documents. 

Because  flubit.com isn’t an exchange and has KYC 

and AML linked to shopping, flubit.com now offers a 

simple payment form to buy Crypto, for users only.

http://flubit.com
http://flubit.com
http://flubit.com
http://flubit.com
http://flubit.com


Chapter 2: Future Initiatives
BEST are continuously adding initiatives to grow adoption. By Q1 2019, almost 10% of flubit.com orders are now attempted with Cyrpto. 

Web Wallets

International Sellers & Expanded Range

MUE Referral Points

Shopping Integration into MUE Wallet

EARN 
20  

MUE

Today when a user receives cash back or 
wants to pay with MUE, they need to 
download the mobile wallet. Flubit are 
building the wallet directly into their user 
account. Here crypto will be fully native. 

Buyers in Europe and USA will be able to 
buy in Crypto from sellers in their 
homeland. In 2020, this will merge into 
enabling more sellers to accept MUE as a 
native payment form. 

Once a user is inside the MUE ecosystem 
(from buying on flubit.com) they know 
they can save buy paying with MUE. 
Flubit.com will offer small amount of MUE 
for users who take actions that benefit the 
platform (such as promotion to friends).

The MUE wallet will evolve to be the one-
stop shop for using crypto in the ‘real 
world’. Starting with product integration, 
moving into 2020 sellers will be able to 
list and sell services, creating the global 
commerce app in a single currency. 

In 2019, among others, the following projects will be launched on the flubit.com marketplace to increase adoption of the 
global MonetaryUnit and crypto expenditure in general. 

http://flubit.com
http://flubit.com
http://flubit.com


Chapter 2: Future Initiatives
Flubit Points. 

Proper Points. Proper Savings. 

Part of the evolution of the flubit.com CryptoCurrency mission is to ‘white-label’ the crypto/blockchain experience into background, whilst 
still offering the core savings to the customer-base. In Summer 2019 flubit.com will re-brand the MonetaryUnit coin into “Flubit Points”.  

The experience is simple: People buy Flubit Points > People Pay For Items using Flubit Points > Flubit Points help you save Money.  
Behind the scenes the Flubit Points are run on the MonetaryUnit blockchain, but the user experience is relatable and easy. 

People understand points. Every product is shown in 
both £GBP and Points. Points are rounded up to the 

nearest integer 

It’s so easy to buy Points with your Credit or Debit 
Card, these are instantly added to your user account, 

no send or receive addresses.

Checkout is easy. If you have the points in your 
account they’ll instantly be deducted when you want 

to pay for the item. 

See the full walk-through - here (links to document)

http://flubit.com
http://flubit.com
https://www.dropbox.com/s/s82ge0b4b9ogcz9/Flubit%20Points%20-%20Journey%20WalkThrough.pdf?dl=0


Chapter 2: Next Steps
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The Company Overview document is aimed at giving someone a top-level understanding of BEST and its progress. 

BEST are looking for high-net worth investors to express interest in joining a seed round by EO March2019 

BEST aim to close their seed round in May 2019. Details will be revealed to interested parties. If you are interested in 
joining the round please contact: investment@monetaryunit.org 

1

2

3

Next Steps for BEST 

BEST’s priority is to increase everyday adoption in crypto, and put MonetaryUnit at the forefront of future currency usage by 

providing commercial solutions for the general public and techies alike. BEST’s flubit.com already stands as the world’s 

largest Crypto marketplace.

mailto:investment@monetaryunit.org
http://flubit.com


Further Reading: 

You can learn more about Monetary Unit and BEST’s flagship commercial project below: 
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MonetaryUnit

http://monetaryunit.org http://flubit.com

Flubit.com

http://monetaryunit.org
http://flubit.com


Delivering accelerated MonetaryUnit adoption through commercial means. 

MonetaryUnit.org | BEST | flubit.com - © 2019

Enabling a wider, more useful, adoption of crypto in everyday scenarios. 

http://MonetaryUnit.org
http://flubit.com

